**Berylwood Budget**

*After the 1896 newsletter of the Bard Children*

**MUSEUM OF VENTURA COUNTY JOURNAL ON GARDENS OF BERYLWOOD**

As of October 15, 2012, the long awaited story of Thomas Bard and his horticultural masterpiece at Berylwood has at last been described in the absolutely beautiful Journal by Laurie Hannah. The Museum of Ventura County has just released the Journal, on the tail of our very successful Centennial celebration. Laurie has dedicated more than fifteen years towards researching and heralding Thomas Bard’s unique vision and execution of the Berylwood gardens. Despite the loss of many trees and plants, a great many specimens still exist. If you are interested, you may purchase a copy of Laurie’s wonderfully realized (at the hands of Charles Johnson, librarian at the Ventura Museum) Journal. It can be purchased for $12 from our website, at www.bardmansion.org

---

**UPCOMING PROGRAMS (2013)**

1. Dr. William Hart, MD, author of the 2010 book, “San Buenaventura Community Memorial Hospital: A History”, which includes a chapter on “The Early Days of Medicine in Ventura”, Cephas Bard, and Bard Hospital. Dr. Hart was appointed Cardiologist at Foster Memorial Hospital in 1962, which became Community. Foster was a clerk in TR Bard’s Bank of Ventura, and made a fortune in Union Oil stock.

2. Dr. Veronica Castillano-Munoz, Professor of Mexican History at UCSB, who will include a chapter in her book on the 75,000 acre Rancho de Quimichis that TR Bard and a group of Ventura County investors purchased 1909-10. He and son Richard kept the rancho in operation during the Mexican Revolution and the Depression, until it was confiscated by the Mexican Government in 1935. The Museum of Ventura County and the National Museum of Anthropology in Tepic, Mexico, are planning an exhibition and illustrated catalogue for 2014.

3. Mr. Steve Mulqueen, Oil Engineer and Historian, State of California Department of Conservation Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources, Ventura. Steve is writing an article on the location, equipment and techniques Bard used to drill and tunnel six wells in 1866, and will speak about these.

---

**CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY PROGRAM/QUARTERLY DINNER**

Make your plans early for our Holiday Program, on December 8. Dorothea Phelan and Dotty Wheeler will perform Suzanne Lawrence’s very funny play, “Christmas in Ventura, 1905.” The ladies share roles as sisters-in-law, Anna living in Ventura, Adelaide in Kansas City. One stands on stage left, the other stage right, each reading in turn from her journal, reminiscing about Adelaide’s recent visit to Ventura, and her time with Anna. Come and enjoy Dotty and Dorothea’s performances, in a really entertaining piece of work, which will put a big smile on your face!

**MENU:**

- Field Greens with Walnuts and Cranberries
- Turkey Scallopini, Wine Reduction and Porcini Glaze
- Roasted Butternut Squash
- Fresh Asparagus
- Pumpkin Mousse Parfait

---
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---

Share in the spirit of the season with Director Fundi LeJolan and the Oxnard Jazz and Singers. And look for a surprise visit from a mystery guest! Enjoy docent-led tours of the Mansion, learn the far-reaching contributions of the Bards, and view historic memorabilia dating from the Revolutionary War.

Please go to the FOB website www.bardmansion.org for dinner reservation & and security forms.

---

**Merry Christmas**

**Happy Holidays!**
DIVINE DOCENTS. MAGNIFICENT MODEL T’s!
What made our Centennial event extra special were the very knowledgeable and entertaining docents gracing the two floors of the Mansion. Our own Barbara Wiggins and Carol Marsh shared duties with Dorothea Phelan, Joyce Nielsen, Nancy Mitchell, Pat Masterson, Dotty Wheeler, Jodi Stutzman, Lois O’Connor and Eleanor Batson. Their authentic costumes and story-telling abilities brought our Bard history to life, and their performances were award winning! We thank them all, and hope they will share their wonderful talents at future events. Speaking of which, we are thrilled that Dorothea and Dotty will be bringing their acting talents to the Mansion in a hilarious little historic play called “Christmas in Ventura, 1905” for our Christmas program, on December 8th.

Outside of the Mansion, in their shining glory, were the magnificent examples of the Model “T” Club, and their most generous owners. Each owner had a wonderful story to tell about adventures they have had driving all over the US with their fellow Ford lovers. Parked in front of the Mansion it appeared that some very special people had arrived at our Centennial event, stepping out of these beautiful automobiles. Could it have been our lovely ladies from the past???

Everyone must agree that the Mansion looked absolutely gorgeous for the Centennial celebration. Board member Victoria Bard Fidel and her associate Nancy Kinnison put in MANY hours arranging furniture and artifacts in such a way as to evoke the 1912 era (and earlier years) when the Bards were enjoying their newly completed home. The ladies transformed the ballroom with elegant place settings, and Victoria’s family donated the beautiful orchids, and bottles of wine to every table. Nancy and Victoria contributed to and arranged the auction display in the Garden Room. We all extend a heartfelt thank you to two women who took time out from their very busy careers to transform the Mansion beautifully!

CENTENNIAL GUESTS
Some of the notable guests at the September 8th Centennial celebration included: Congressman Tony Strickland; Supervisor Kathy Long; Ventura Mayor Mike Tracy; Museum of Ventura County’s Charles Johnson and Anna Bermudez. That afternoon Anne Kallas of the Ventura Star visited with a photographer and published a brief article about the event the following day. Mayor Tracy sent a Certificate of Appreciation to the Friends from the City of Ventura, as well as a personal check for $250. The Friends will make Mike Tracy an honorary Friend. President Doug Breeze also received a certificate from the California State Senate.

Descendants of Elizabeth Bard Shand, Richard and Philip Bard attended. Children and grandchildren of Molly Shand Green de Fremery, Barbara Shand Kidwell, Joanna Bard Newton, Katherine Bard Wollman, Margaret Bard Fall, and Ginny Bard Johnson filled the banquet room. Edmundo Chavez, who grew up at Berylwood, and his wife Angela and daughter were there.

Many of our Navy friends came to celebrate with us: Admiral and Carolyn Nash spoke of the early days of the Friends, and reminded us of their respect for the legacy of Thomas Bard and his beloved home, Berylwood.

HARBOR DISTRICT’S 75th
On Saturday, September 29, Friends who attended the 75th Anniversary of the Oxnard Harbor District included: Powell Greenland, Orvene Carpenter, Doug Breeze, Joanna Bard Newton, Georgia Newton Pulos, Travers Newton, Jr., Dr. Charles and Victoria Montague. The Commissioners presented framed Certificates of Appreciation to the Friends and to the Bard family, which will be displayed at the Bard Mansion. A September 27th article in the Ventura County Reporter, and a September 30th article in the Star briefly recognized the roles of Thomas and Richard Bard in the creation of Hueneme Harbor.
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